Many of the constraints on structure formation models can be obviated if a mechanism could be found which allows for density inhomogeneities to appear at a redshift z satisfying z_ > z >> 1 with 6p/p ---1 (here z_c _'-1000 is the redshift at recombination ).
In this case, the perturbations will not affect the CMBR directly (but may have significant indirect effects) yet structure on large scales will have ample time to grow so as to satisfy the constraint coming from quasar observations.
Taking our cue from the fact that sources of density fluctuations may arise from the effects of phase transitions, it is interesting to ask whether phase transitions could occur at late times (i.e., after decoupling) in such a way as to generate large density fluctuations. This is not a new idea. Wasserman t showed that the existence of a first-order matter is the residual oscillations of the field about the potential minimum. Schrarnm and Fuller x2 have also considered such scenarios within the context of Majoron models. 13
These different approaches have a common theme: Ultra-low mass particles, typically spin-O bosous, are a generic component of all such models.
The most familiar spin-0 particles occuring in nature are the a" mesons. The scale 2 of the masses of the pions in comparison to the scale of nucleon mass is small, m,_ << m_v. This is well understood: the pions are pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGB's) associated with the dynamical breaking of fermionic chiraI symmetries. In the limit of 2 vanishing up and down quark masses, rau,d --* 0, the pion masses go to zero, m,_ _ 0, and the pions become exact Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGB's).
Most of our intuition about pNGB's derives from this established system, which is one of the most profound in elementary particle physics. We will exploit and develop the analogy with this system in greater detail in Section IV. Vo(_) = -_o2_ 2 + _Ao¢.
(2._)
The classical potential Eq. (2.1) has minima at _b = +_, where _r = _/-_A0. The mass of the scalar field is related to the curvature of the potential at the minimum:
This is a very simple model that illustrates the phenomena of phase transitions and domain wall production. The calculation of the critical temperature of the phase transition in this model is well known and completely straightforward.
We review it here to establish some notation and definitions that will be of use in the more complicated models discussed below. 
Questions
where r(_) is simply a factor of i times the tadpole diagram of Fig. la in the shifted theory.
In the shifted theory the potential is (2.8) where # is an arbitrary mass scale which can be related to the renormalized coupling constants, and M2(_b) = -ra_ + 3A_b2 is the mass as a function of _. 
The temperature-dependent part of the propagator adds to 1"(1) a term For the moment, we will make the assumption that the phase-space distribution of the ¢'s are described by the equilibrium expression.
In the one-loop approximation, the potential is a sum of the tree-level potential, V0(¢) given by given by Eq. To demonstrate that there is a phase transition and to calculate the critical temperature is straightforward. At zero-temperature the minima of the potential are _ ---i_, and the curvature at _ = 0 is negative (i.e., ¢ -0 is a local maximum). At high temperature AVr(¢) can be expanded in _, with the leading-order _-dependent term proportional to +T2_ 2. Clearly at high temperature the curvature of the potential at _ = 0 is positive, and indeed _b = 0 is the true minimum of the theory at high temperature.
We will denote the temperature at which the curvature of the high-temperature minimum vanishes as the critical temperature, Tc. In the above theory, a2V/cOdp 2 evaluated at _b -0 changes sign at a temperature Tc = 2a'.
This model illustrates the standard scenario for making walls. At temperatures above the critial temperature, the value of the field is pinned at the high-temperature minimum, --0. This is because at high temperatures ¢ -0 is the global minimum of the potential, and furthermore, the mass of the field at high temperature is large (of order _T). It is the large mass that pins _ to the high-temperature minimum. Now once the temperature drops below the critical temparature, the ¢ field will evolve classically to either of two possible minima. Regions of the Universe in different minima will be separated by a domain wall. This scenario depends upon the fact that as the phase transition starts, is localized at a low-temperature maximum, which is also a high-temperature minimum. We will now turn to our attention to developing models where the phase transition is driven not through _ self interactions with a background, but rather by _ interactions with a background of some other field _b, typically a fermion. The virtue of this complication is that it is possible to have _ interactions weak enough to provide a late-time, soft-wall transition, but the _b can have additional interactions that can establish the background by thermal interactions.
Note that

III. SCALAR
FIELDS WITH YUKAWA INTERACTIONS
To the classical potential of Eq. (2.1) we add a Yukawa coupling of ¢ to a fermion field ¢:21 
where here f_ is the phase space density for _b. 
where ur, (uR) is the left-handed (right-handed) projection: uL = (1-7_)u/2 (uR =
(1 +_'s)v/2).
The factor of me i_/! can be viewed as arising from the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of some U(1) complex scalar field • that is coupled as g-_LVa_ + b.c. In a U(1) invariant potential V(_li) we assume that @ develops a VEV of (@) = fe'_///vf2, and m = gf/vf2 (the factor _/2 assures that ¢ has a properly normalized kinetic term of (0¢)'/2 coming from the kinetic term of _, la_l_).
Eq. (4.1) is a "chiral Lagrangian," possessing the continuous chiral U(1) symmetry:
2)
We emphasize that the symmetry is not broken, and is properly said to be "nonlinearly realized" (this is often a confusing point: spontaneously broken symmetries are in fact equivalent to nonlinearly realized symmetries and are not really broken symmetries). We remark that chiral Lagrangians have several important and well-known properties:
(1) as stated above, they can be embedded into a fully renormalizeable theory in which, e.g., and our Lagrangian becomes: we must also set ¢ ---, 0 to recover the symmetry limit of Eq. In the present case we see that the induced scalar mass will be of order: If we set either m = 0 or e = 0 then the phase exp(i¢/f) can be eliminated from the mass matrix by a redefinition of the neutrino fields, and we are left only with the derivative coupling and ¢ remains massless. This is the usual assumption for the majoron.
However, we see that the diagram of Fig. 2b We will only consider the fermion contributions. 2e The tadpole method described in Sec. II can be adapted to the present case. Rather than defining tadpoles in 4, i.e., (4) , as in the self-interacting scalar model, here we must preserve the full symmetry of the theory and define the tadpole to be expectation value of the mass terms. The one-loop potential now receives contribution from two tadpoles with fermiohs as in Fig. lb, from the mass terms (M+(_)_0@0) and (M_(_)_1@1). These contribute to the unrenormalized one-loop potential a result given by
Here A is an ultraviolet cutoff for the theory; presumably it cannot be larger than f, since at this scale the effective theory with the Nambu-Goldstone boson _ must be supplanted by the full theory.
We must now renormalize the potential. In so doing we will introduce an arbitrary energy scale p; of course no physical effects will depend on p. To proceed, first introduce the scale/_ into the potential:
Before proceeding we make note of the following identities: we see that we must add counterterms VCT(_b) = 1:o + 1:1 cos2(_/f), where 1:0 and 1:1 are _b and # independent, to the original Lagrangian to cancel the cutoff-dependent terms.
Here _2o and _)1 are given by
with Vo(#), and ._4(#) finite. The final potential is then given by
Now the #-independent parts of _'0(#) and M'(#) cart be fixed by renormalization conditions. In particular, let us choose the renormalization conditions v"(¢)l_=o= m0_; V(¢/2) = 0. wherewehavemadeyetanotherdefinition, ,n_ ---(,n _:_). Althought it is not apparent, Eq. (5.9)is #-independent, as can be seenby showingY(¢; #) -V(¢; #9 = 0. We leave the exercise in algebra to the reader.
Obviously V(C) is periodic with period _r and that its extrema are at C = 0, 7r/2 (rood 7r). The location of the minima depend on the sign of m02. We show the potential in Fig. 3 for negative m02.
Let us now turn to the finite temperature corrections to the effective potential for C.
Given the C-dependent masses M+(¢) and M-(C), we can then use the finite-temperature formalism discussed in Sec. III to compute the corrections [cf.,Eq. (3.5)]:
The signal of a second order phase transition is the flattening of the potential at the high-temperature minima, i.e., V"(_ = 0)it=To = 0. Here, V(_) = V_(_) + AVT(_). The temperature-dependent mass squared at _ --0, ra2(T), is given by: 5.11) "'2(:r) = 'no 2+ .2.f2 (-17 ,/,,, ,,,2 j=+,_ 1+ exp(*2 + '.IT2)1/2"
Since 4me = m_. -m 2_ > 0, it is easy to show that the temperature-dependent term is always positive. Thus, if _b = 0 is a minimum at zero temperature, it will remain so at any finite temperature. This implies that the T = 0 maximum at _r/2 (when ra 2 > 0) remains one at finite T. Thus we do not expect any phase transitions when rr_02> 0. On the other hand, if rn_ is negative, so that _ = 0 is a maximum at zero temperature, we can balance the negative zero-temperature mass against the positive contribution from the finite temperature piece. Thus, we expect that there will be a phase transition at some critical temperature Tc in this case.
Whether a phase transition occurs depends upon the sign of rrL02as can be seen by examining AVT(_). An example of the temperature-dependent part of the potential is shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly the curvature at _ = 0 becomes more positive as the temperature increases. This does not depend upon the sign of the curvature of the zerotemperature potential as AVT(_) is independent of m02. From Fig. 4 we also see that the flnite-temperature corrections will always increase V(lr/2) more than V(0), so if at zero temperature _r/2 is a maximum of the potential, it will remain so at high temperature.
Of course, the actual value of m02 is arbitrary, since it contains a renormalization coun-
terterm.
The value of m02 is only technically naturally small, since it is protected by the chirai symmetry (and the residual discrete symmetries).
There is no analytic expression for To; however, we can show that Tc must be of order rn±. First we show that Tc cannot be much larger than the fermion masses m± by means of the high temperature expansion. 27 For m/T << 1 we can expand the finite temperature potential as: We can solve this for T¢:
(recall m_ < 0). It is easily seen that this quantity is at most of order m+ so that the conditions for the validity of the high temperature expansion do no$ obtain_ and the phase transition cannot occur at T >> m+. Now consider the possibility that Tc is much less than m±.
In the limit m/T >> 1, dearly AVT(¢) (x exp(-m:t:/T), so the phase transition cannot take place at T << m+. It follows that we should expect the phase transition to occur near the scale set by m+.
In Fig. 5 However there is one concern with the above scenario: There may be no physical mechanism to set _ to its high-temperature minimum. Finally, we digress for a moment to make sure we know just exactly whose temperature enters into the above expressions.
Recall that the light neutrinos decouple from the ambient plasma at TD _ 1 MeV. Thus after this time the neutrinos are not in thermal equilibrium.
However, the neutrino distribution function is still that of a particle in thermal equilibrium (so long as T is not too much less than the mass) with an effective temperature given by a(tD)TD/a(t) where a(t) is the scale factor, and tD is the cosmic time at which decoupling occurs. Thus, it is this effective temperature that appears in the finite-temperature effective potential.
B. ZN-symmetric models
It is simple to generalize the models in the previous section, with its Z2 symmetry amongst the fermions to one with N fermions and a corresponding ZN symmetry. The
Yukawa couplings for such a model are: where now the index i is taken rood N.
The same methods used in the Z2 case can be used here to calculate the effective ¢ potential. We find [cf., Eq. 5.3) ] 
The potential again has a simple periodic form.
The form of the potential for N = 3 is shown in Fig. 6 .
Now the temperature corrections are easy to calculate--they are given by Eq. (5.10) where now the sum on j runs from 0 to N-1. An example of the temperature-dependent correctionsto the potential is shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear that the sign of the temperaturedependent part of the potential is opposite to the sign of the zero-temperature potential.
The total potential V(_b) + AVT(d2) is shown in Fig. 8 Also in analogy with the axion case, ifinflationoccurs at a scale less than f, then one might expect _ to be set to a singlevalue throughout the Universe. Ifthis happens, when the transitionoccurs there will be a singleinitial value of _bthat will be random, there is nothing to perch the initial value of 4,on a low-temperature maximum, and the Universe willmost likelyend up in a singlevalue of _--no domain walls.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have given a general discussion of the thermal physics of pseudo- It is, therefore, not surprising that the thermal behavior of this system imitates that of the axion, since the PQ symmetry of the axion is broken only in the far infrared limit of QCD.
To a good approximation we may summarize the thermal physics as follows.
_-dependent part of the potential has the form: 435 (1975) .
19. In this discussion we refer to the effect of ambient background particles as "finitetemperature" effects, even if the background particles have a large chemical potential, and even if they are not described by any sort of thermal distribution function.
Strictly speaking,
we should include a source term -J¢ in the Lagrangian, chosen so that ¢ = 0 is a local minimum. Equivalently, we let OV/OJ = ¢¢ define the classical value of ¢ and perform the Legendre transformation to V(¢) ---, V -J¢_.
21.
Since the addition of the ¢¢¢ term breaks the reflection symmetry, we should also include a term proportional to ¢_.
22.
Notice that h will remain unrenormalized, as we will not consider fermion selfenergy corrections.
23. Perhaps one should adopt the following principle in reading the rest of this paper, espoused by Georgi: "a given hypothetical physical phenomenon is worthy of study if it arises in an interesting new way in a wide class of natural models with some potential connection to the world, but one should not take seriously any particular model." 
